
ROYAYE SEFID V





A CULTURAL FAIRYTALE
Leila Hafzi‘s bridal range Royaye Sefid (Bright Dreams) is a line of innovative bridal dresses and evening gowns
for a grand entrance. Her fifth collection Royaye Sefid V and its classic fabrics are lovingly woven and tailored into
uniquely delicate creations with exciting new textures appearing in the form of hand-made silk lace, embroidered
silk and beaded details. 
The designer has again enhanced the collection by mixing elements from different cultures. The inspiration for
the Royaye Sefid V collection comes from the designer’s mix of childhood memories: the Norwegian snowflake
and Iranian wild rose. These memories have been interpreted through the intricate handwork of the Santal
women in Bangladesh and their excellent crafts work with local natural silks created in beautiful crochet work. 

The signature palette of soft colours incude pure white, crème, tender peach and a hint of rose. As with all
Royaye Sefid collections, the gowns and styles are available in soft hues, as well as a variety of brighter colours
for Red Carpet and other special events. 

The designer finds inspiration wherever cultures meet and interact. Elements from the Royaye Sefid collections
build on the strings of prayer flags hanging across rooftops and above the streets of Kathmandu in Nepal. Worn
by the wind and sun, their sharp edges grow soft and ruffled. The rough edge silks compliment the overall
femininity of the designs.





THE PICTURES
Last season Leila Hafzi invited the internationally renowned photographer, Erik Almås, to Nepal to capture the very
essence of why she fell in love with the beautiful country. The country where she found her mission to transforming
Nepalese crafts skills into high-end fashion, along with inspiring the fashion industry to embrace sustainable
change. During their last shoot in Nepal, they returned to the very sites that inspired her at the beginning of her
journey, while capturing the collection of 2014. For the 2015 collection they traveled in the footsteps of the
photographer’s childhood memories visiting sites where his family spent every summer in the areas around the
breathtaking Stryn in Norway.

The pictures are inspired by the Norwegian romantic nationalism which was an artistic movement in the middle of
the 19th century where the mountains and the rich cultural heritage of the Norwegian countryside were important.
The dynamic between the soft and unique gowns and the majestic Norwegian mountains and fjords created the
perfect expression for this fifth Royaye Sefid collection.



ANYA BYY6614 CLARA BYY7114

EDEN BYY8314 ELISABETTA BYY6914



ARIANNA BYY7414



FABIOLA BYY7214

ATHENIA BYY8214 JULIET BYY6514



AISHA BYY8014

DIANA BYY7514

CYNTHIA BYY7814

AMELIA BYY5113 LUZ CORSAGE BY8114 & MACIE SKIRT BYY2212



SOPHIA BYY7314 ELENA BYY7014 ANITA BYY5613

ANU TOP BYY2512 & MARIANA SKIRT BYY2712 DANA BYY0412 CELINE BYY7914MARIANA SKIRT BYY2712 & MARIA CORSAGE



PAULINE BYY4413 FLORA BYY5513

NIA BYY0512SUZANNE BYY4913

GRACE BM3511

HERA BYY3713



ORKIDEH BSD0120

TIANA CORSAGE BYY1512 & MACIE SKIRT BYY2212

YASMINA BYY5713

TIANA CORSAGE BYY1512 & NINA SKIRT BYY1812ROSE BYY4313



VALENTINA BSD1011

SANAZ BM0110

FARIBA BYY0112

PANDORA BSD0311





THE BRAND
The label LEILA HAFZI was founded in Stavanger, Norway in 1997. Leila Hafzi soon came to be the primary
designer of fair trade eco couture in Norway. The label has been honoured with important international design
and sustainability awards for its glamorous evening and bridal dresses and is regularly presented in well-known
fashion magazines. Leila Hafzi dresses international celebrities such as Livia Firth, Alicia Silverstone and HRH
Mette Marit Princess of Norway. Leila Hafzi’s designs are recognized for their romantic, feminine and bohemian
look, combined with innovative fusion of themes. Inspiration stems from Norway, Persia, Greece and Nepal.

ETHICAL- AND ECO-CONSCIOUS PRODUCTION
Our work to establish an environmental friendly production cycle continues. 
Through years of first-hand experience on working in a developing country, we see that we have come far. At the
factory in Nepal we focus on healthy and secure work environment for the highly appreciated craftsmen.
Although there are still lengths to go, we are confident that we will get there, overcoming challenges one by one. 



CONTACT

NORWAY: 
For trial session in Oslo please e-mail: bridal@leila-hafzi.com
For other inquires please contact Linda Vasquez, M + 47 919 95 003, linda@leila-hafzi.com

LEILA HAFZI is internationally distributed by

DreamTeam Via San Francesco d' Assisi 17, 20122 Milano, Italy

Strategic Marketing & Sales: Luisa Pandolfi, M +39 335 5784577, luisapandolfi@haraconsult.it

Sales: Patrizia Pajè, M +39 335 481475, info@haraconsult.it

Press and Communication: Anna Boccoli M +39 3291093893, annabi@annabi.it

info@leila-hafzi.com 
leila-hafzi.com
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